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1 Executive summary
This document presents the main results of the activities carried out within Task 7.3, WP7
(Integrated mobility) of the phase 2 of the IMPACT-2 (Indicator Monitoring for a new railway
PAradigm in seamlessly integrated Cross modal Transport chains – Phase 2, GA 777513) project.
H2020-MG-2014 project “IN2RAIL” has delivered an initial set of specifications for an integrated
Communication platform (i.e. the Integration Layer, IL) linking Traffic Management system with
different other systems of railways and related stakeholders. The IL also ensures the availability
of real-time process information from operations to all traffic management related applications.
In Task 7.3, a set of business service applications are specified and detailed as ’use-cases’ which
provide the basis for the integration of freight processes with the Integration Layer’s framework.
IMPACT-2, WP7 activities address the objectives of WA4.2, integrated mobility management.
The overall aim of the CCA WA4.2 is to bridge the communication between Traffic Management
(IP2 TD9), Freight Operation Services (IP5) and Asset Management operations (IP3) to exchange
data via the Integration Layer. WP7 activities contribute to enhancing the IL with the necessary
constituents to link freight operations to the overall traffic management process.
These use-cases identified in this deliverable, contribute to various innovation capabilities
targeted by the WA4.2 (as specified in the Annex 1 of this document). The use-case descriptions
include the high level data that should be exchanged via the Integration Layer among various
systems and services, which will be used as a basis for extending the Integration Layer’s CDM
(T7.2, WP7, IMPACT-2). The identified use-cases serve as a basis for specifying rules and
principles for high efficient freight operations (T7.3 WP7, IMPACT-2).
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation /
acronym

Description

ATO

Automated Train Operation

ATP

Automatic Train Protection

CA

Collaboration Agreement

CD

Car Dumper System

CDM

Canonical Data Model

CMS

Container Management System

DCAM

Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module

DMP

Data Management Plan

DoA

Description of Action

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival

FRU

Freight Railway Undertaking

HMI

Human Machine Interface

IL

Integration Layer

ILU

Intermodal Loading Unit

IM

Infrastructure Manager

IMPACT-2

Indicator Monitoring for a new railway PAradigm in seamlessly integrated Cross modal
Transport chains – Phase 2

JU

Joint Undertaking

MA

Movement Authority

MCU

Master Control Unit

msg

Massage

NMS

Node Management System

PM

Project Manager (coordinator)

RU

Railway Undertaking

S2R

Shift2Rail

SPD

System Platform Demonstrator
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Abbreviation /
acronym

Description

TCS

Train Control System

TLO

Train Loadout System

TMS

Traffic Management System

TMT

Technical Management Team

TNCM

Traffic-Node Coordination Module

TOC

Train Operating Company

TSRM

Temporary Speed Restriction Management System

WP

Work Package
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3 Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D7.2 ”Use-Cases for advanced Freight
operation” in the framework of CCA WA 4.2, task 3 (WA 4.2 Gantt chart, Shift2rail Multi Annual
Action Plan, 2015). The deliverable is derived from the activities of task 7.3, WP7 of the second
phase of IMPACT-2 project, Indicator Monitoring for a new railway PAradigm in seamlessly
integrated Cross modal Transport chains. The purpose of this document is to describe the
required processes for supporting advanced railway freight operations using detailed use-cases.
In the In2Rail project [1], an integrated communication platform (i.e. the Integration Layer, IL)
was designed to enable seamless exchange of information between internal and external clients
and services of freight railway operations. This platform was complemented in the follow up
projects such as In2Smart [2] and X2Rail-2 [3].
WP7 focuses on the inclusion and linking freight operations in the overall TMS framework
designed in WP6 of X2Rail-2 (Traffic Management System WP). The core of this framework is the
IL. Freight systems are identified as ‘external systems’ that can connect to the IL and exchange
information via e.g. web interfaces. The requirements for such interfaces were defined as part of
the activities of task 6.7, X2Rail-2. The objective of task 7.3, WP7 of IMPACT-2 is the specification
and development of a set of complementary business applications embedded in the TMS to
increase the performance of rail freight operations. The use-cases gathered as part of the work
within this task contribute to the overall objectives of WA 4.2 and the main innovation areas
addressed by it, as detailed in section 7 of this document.
In addition to the In2Rail project (WPs 6, 7, and 8), WA 4.2 has links to the Shift2Rail IP2 TD7, 9
and 11, IP3 TD6 and IP5 TD2 (Shift2rail Multi Annual Action Plan, 2015). The freight business
applications are described in the present document through detailed use-cases and are the basis
for other tasks within WA 4.2. The use-cases are a basis for the definition of the advanced rules
and business logic supporting high efficient freight operations provided in the task 7.4, WP7 of
IMPACT-2 (WA 4.2.4). In this way, the research, specification and development of advanced rules
and Business Logic for Freight Management systems lever on the new TMS applications
developed under task 3. The outcome presented in this deliverable also serves as a basis for the
enhancement of the Integration Layer definition (defined in the In2Rail project) in task 2, WP7 of
IMPACT-2 (WA 4.2.2).
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4 Objectives/aims
Deliverable D7.2 “Use-Cases for advanced Freight operation” has been prepared to provide the
basis for achieving the overall objectives of Work Package 7 – WP7 –, IMPACT-2 project. It
presents the main results obtained from the activities of task 7.3 of WP7.
The overall objective of WP7 is to increase the capacity and reliability, and to reduce the costs of
rail freight transport, relying on the opportunities offered by the information exchange platform
(i.e. the Integration Layer- IL) developed in In2Rail [1], and complemented in the follow up
projects such as In2Smart [2] and X2rail-2 [3]. This platform enables seamless exchange of
information between internal and external clients and services of freight railway operations.
Achievement of these objectives is pursued by the following activities in task 7.3 leading to the
definition of ‘’Use-Cases for advance freight operation’’.
The increase of capacity as well as punctuality is pursued by developing a high precision and
improved estimated time of arrival (ETA) calculation and logic, as well as slot
planning/management tools. One of these tools is a timetable optimization module, which can
refine a timetable for a region or a line according to some optimization criteria. Thereby, the
available railway capacity can be utilized better. Ensuring the safe crossing between freight and
high-speed trains would allow simultaneous mixed traffic on the tracks and hence, enables an
improved use of infrastructure. Providing conflict detection and resolution function helps on one
hand to reduce the workload on the operators and to reduce delays and delay costs on the
other. A conflict free timetable is a prerequisite for ATO and the main aspect to prevent energy
consumption for “stop-and-go” traffic. Using the communication opportunities offered by the IL,
the communication between the mainline and nodes will be facilitated by means of the
specification of modules in charge of providing the relevant updated information to both sides,
which will enhance the performance of freight traffic operations, contributing to its reliability
and cost efficiency.
Safety and efficiency of dangerous goods transportation are enhanced by an innovative on board
monitoring system, which keeps the main parameters of both the wagon and the dangerous goods
under real time control, thereby improving the transport safety and decreasing the risk of accidents.
In addition, innovative algorithms will be developed to calculate the optimal route and time slot of
trains carrying dangerous goods, and therefore enhancing punctuality, travel time, and minimizing
the risk of damage to infrastructures and to population in case of accidents.
All mentioned attempts lead to advanced, highly efficient, and automated business logic and
decision support tools, improving the delivery times, decrease costs and enhance customer
satisfaction. The final objective is the integration of these tools in the Integration Layer / TMS. By
establishing a close link between business service application (container management) and TMS
the needs of the business are deeply considered.

GA 777513
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5

Advanced Freight Operations

In the Handbook on the Regulation concerning a European rail network for competitive freight
(Regulation EC 913/2010, 30 June 2011) [4], a specific objective of railway traffic management when
it comes to freight trains has been stated as follows:
‘’When it comes to traffic management a specific objective is to ensure that sufficient priority is given
to freight trains aiming at achieving the punctuality targets set by the Management Boards of the
corridors and ensuring that freight trains which are “on time” can keep their path even in case of
traffic disturbances. Furthermore traffic management has to be coordinated between several
Infrastructure Managers and performance has to be monitored along the corridors”.

Advanced freight operations fully support the achievement of this objective, both on the rail
freight and on the customers’ sides. Moreover, such operations meet the modern requirements
of the transport market so that the rail freight transport sector becomes attractive and
competitive and can increase its market share. This includes improvements such as lowering the
costs, improving the reliability and increasing the flexibility towards the freight customers.
In this regards, use-cases and processes specified in this deliverable focus on the usage of
additional available now and fore-cast data from different services to improve the efficiency of
functional algorithms for decision making processes and to automate freight transport
operations. The scope of the works comprise operational procedures and processes within traffic
management, train control, timetabling, freight operations and asset management represented
by the different proposed prototypes of the involved partners.
New functionalities such as ATO or Dangerous Goods management will be reflected by new
advanced processes and existing applications for processes such as timetabling, conflict
detection/resolution and other freight transportation related operations.
In the context of Shift2Rail, work area 4.2 addresses the following innovation capabilities, among
others: automated train operation, mobility as a service, logistics demands, service operations
timed to the second, low cost railways, and intelligent trains. Advanced freight operations,
addressed through a detailed description of use-cases in this document, serve taking further
steps towards realizing these objectives.
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6 Use-cases and applications
In this document, use-cases are distinguished from Business Service Applications-BSAs- (e.g.
calculating a train path, conflict detection and resolution, forecasting, etc.), in that, a use-case
describes an operational procedure within the rail freight operation area while BSAs are technical
functions, such as pieces of software, that provide a certain functionality. This means that, one or
several business applications can be deployed within a use-case.
The use-cases cover multiple areas within Railway Traffic Management, namely, capacity
management, rolling stock, freight train dispatching, and staff and crew management.
The summary of the use-cases and applications is provided in tables 1 and 2.

Usecase
#
1
2
3

Partner
HC
HC
IND

Title
Terminal slot planning
Planning a train request
Update information to traffic management system

Category
Capacity management
Capacity management
•Capacity management
•Rolling Stock
•Staff
•Information management

4

IND

Update information to Node Management System

•Capacity management
•Rolling Stock
•Staff
•Information management

IND

Node plan optimization

•Capacity management
•Rolling Stock
•Staff

IND
IND
IND
IND
STS
STS
STS
STS
TRV/RISE
TRV/RISE
TRV/RISE

Freight train without crossing
Crossing between two freight trains
Crossing between a passenger train and a freight train
Freight train entry to high-speed line
Wagon axle box temperature
Optimal time slot and itinerary for DG
Wagon bogie vibration
Wagon tank pressure
Optimize timetable region
Add train to timetable
Monitoring of staff, locomotive and wagon transport
status

Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Dispatching
Rolling stock
Capacity management
Rolling stock
Rolling stock
Capacity management
Capacity management
Staff and rolling stock

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
16
17
18
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19
20
21
22
23

SIE
SIE
THA
BT
BT

Conflict detection
Conflict resolution
Optimizing container delivery to ports
Movement control in train loadout area
Movement control in unloading area (Car Dumper)

Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Dispatching
Freight Train Operation
Freight Train Operation

Table 1: Summary of use-cases

Application
ID
Partner
1
IND
2
3
4
5
6
7

IND
HC
TRV/RISE
SIE
SIE
THA

8
9

ASTS
ASTS

Title
Freight train running
supervision
Crossing protection
ETA monitoring
Timetable optimization module
Conflict detection
Conflict resolution
Container management and
monitoring
Sensor-MCU
TMS-MCU

Table 2: Business service applications

6.1 Use-case description
Specifically, the following information is gathered for each specific use-case:

•

Involved actors in the freight railway operations (those considered by this document);

•

Input and output relations, in terms of data exchange, among the involved
actors/applications. This will be used as an input for improving the data topic specification
for IL in T7.2 and for defining rules and principles of advanced freight railway operations in
T7.4 of this WP.
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Rolling stock

Freight train
dispatching

Capacity
management

Staff and
Crew
Management

Freight train
operation

Use-Cases of
advanced
freight
Operation

Information
management

Figure 1: Areas of use-cases of advanced freight operations

All use-cases are prepared according to a unique template, for the sake of consistency, including the
base-line description of the use-case, the workflow of the processes, as well as the required data
exchange for fulfilling the use-case. The innovation of each use-case contributing to advanced freight
operations is included in the base-line description of the use-case.
Category
Staff and crew management

Rolling stock

Freight train dispatching
Freight train operation
Information management
Capacity management

Sub-category
Locomotive drivers
Wagon inspectors
Maintenance & repair-Staff
Workshop staff, maintenance
Dispatchers at RU taking care of operators
Locomotive breakdown
Locomotive planning
Wagons
Delays
Authorization
Loading and un-loading of cars
Train positioning
Terminal slot planning
Path slot planning
Annual planning
Ad hoc planning

Table 3: Categories and sub-categories of areas covered by the use-cases
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6.2 Use-cases actors
In this section, the following actors are specified in the use-cases and are defined in this section.
Note that this list is not including all actors involved in rail freight operations, as some use-cases
related to additional actors may have not been considered by the partners.
6.2.1 Actor infrastructure manager
The infrastructure managers (IMs) are entities responsible for establishing, maintaining and
managing the infrastructure.
6.2.2 Actor IM train dispatcher
The “IM train dispatcher” is responsible for the real time traffic regulation within the scope of the
TMS. The IM train dispatcher is also responsible for taking any operational decisions to respond to
perturbations, minor or major, to meet the daily timetable.
6.2.3 Actor freight railway undertaking
The actor Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU) is responsible for organizing and managing the
transport line. It is the main contact point for the customers. This actor is in charge of the operation
and management of the rolling stock and train crew.
6.2.4

Actor railway undertaking

The actor Railway Undertaking (RU) provides transport services for goods and passenger.
This actor is in charge of the operation and management of the rolling stock and train crew.
6.2.5

Actor terminal operator/ Traffic-node coordination module

The operators of the terminals (or transshipment points in intermodal terminals) are responsible for
handling cargo inside the terminal. The handling of infrastructure, and the rolling stock and crew
within the terminal are the responsibilities are Terminal Infrastructure Manager and Terminal Railway
Undertaking, respectively. Shunting operations are carried out either by the Terminal Railway
Undertaking or separate entities (Such as the FRU).

The Terminal Operator uses, among other systems, the Node Management System (NMS) for
managing the scheduling, events, works, administrative tasks or any information within the
Node.
As part of terminal operations, Traffic-Node Coordination Module is responsible for the
coordination of operations between the mainline and terminal. It allows exchanging information
between both scopes, and suggestions improvements for optimization of node operation. It is
assumed that a TNCM is available for each managed Node.
6.2.6

Actor truck operator

Truck operators are responsible for short-haul intermodal operations or trucking operations in land
terminals.

6.2.7

Actor ship operator

Ship operators are responsible for marine transport of intermodal operations.

GA 777513
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6.2.8

Actor freight operator

This actor is responsible for organizing transports for the customers. The basic activities include
booking space on a ship, train or other modes of transport, route planning, documentation, insurance,
warehousing, etc.

6.2.9

Actor container management system user

A user of the Container Management System is responsible for delivering containers to the port/harbor
in time.

6.2.10 Actor rescue team
A team of specialized personnel ready to intervene on site to manage an emergency, for example
firefighters, etc.

6.2.11 Actor TLO operator
The TLO Operator manages/controls the Loading process in a car loading area typically in a mine

6.2.12 Actor CD operator
The CD Operator manages/controls the Un-Loading process in a car Dumper area typically in a port
which receives transports from Iron-Or from a mine.
6.2.13 Actor ATO system
The ATO system comprises a wayside subsystem managing the movements of the train. The wayside
component delivers dynamic movement commands (typically called Journey Profile) including
stopping points to the train. The onboard subsystem executes the movement of the train and reports
to the trackside the dynamic data of the train including position and speed.

6.3 Detailed Use-Cases of advanced freight operation
6.3.1 Terminal slot planning
Title
Terminal slot planning
Category
Capacity management Sub-Category
Terminal slot planning
Actors
FRU/Terminal RU/IM/Terminal IM/Terminal Operator/Freight
Operator/Truck Operator/shipping Operator
Output
A new slot for train loading/unloading
Input
Updated ETA, train ID, train specifications, train operator
Application
ETA monitoring
Related use-cases
Node plan optimization, Update information to traffic management
system, Update information to node management system, add train
to the timetable
Compiled by
HC
Base-line Description
Assignment of loading and unloading slots at the terminals is usually planned at the tactical planning
level according to the requests of Freight Railway Undertakings. This plan may be modified if a freight
train cannot fulfill its schedule or in case of a newly planned train trip on short notice.
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If a freight train is delayed, it loses its right to use the unloading slot at the arrival terminal. In this
case, the terminal operator plans, a new slot for the loading/unloading process and looks for other
options to use the capacity being released by the non-used slot. Therefore, the involved terminal
actors (e.g. terminal IM, RU, …) receive the updated ETA (an interface to the ETA module will
facilitate exchanging the updated ETA in real time). The locomotive and the wagons will be late for
their next planned trips and therefore should be rescheduled (in most cases, by the FRU).
Depending on the organization of the terminal operations, some or all of the mentioned actors will
be involved. This use-case is valid also for cross border and cross network situations. In such cases,
the train waits ahead of the border where the space allows.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The duration of terminal operations, such as
loading/unloading and shunting operations represents the main component of the overall freight
train travel time. Therefore, real-time and efficient management of terminal operations considering
delayed trains minimizes their negative effect on the overall ETA of freight trains, thereby enhancing
the overall performance of rail freight operations. Tight integration of process status of terminal
operations into ETA calculation functions will leverage this effect.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The new ETA is communicated to the FRU by IM, depending on the case, when the train
departs the origin terminal.
2. The ETA is communicated to the relevant terminal actors.
3. The schedule of the related activities at the terminal (e.g. unloading slot times at the
terminal (terminal operator), terminal access tracks (terminal IM), shunting activities
(terminal RU), crane operations (terminal operator), customs, etc.) is updated accordingly.
4. If the time slot for the unloading is lost, a modified slot is scheduled (slot
planning/allocation) and is communicated to the FRU.
5. The trips associated with the wagons and the locomotive are re-planned by the FRU.
6. The relevant truck and ship operators are informed of the ETA and of the changed/new slot
schedule.

Actors
Terminal Operator (TO): The operators of the terminal (or transshipment points in intermodal
terminals) that are responsible for handling cargo inside the terminal.
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU): Freight railway undertaking, depending on the size of the
terminal, may carry out the shunting operations.

GA 777513
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Truck Operator
Ship Operator

Data Register
IM FRU
Scheduled arrival time
Actual arrival time
FRU ->TO
Scheduled arrival time
Actual arrival time
Wagon order
Number of axles
Weight of the wagons
Information on loads, e.g. oversized, dangerous goods, expected pick up time, etc.
Information on wagons, e.g. expected position of the wagon in the train set, mode for further
transport (in intermodal terminals), special considerations such as energy supply for freezers.
(or) acceptance or refusal of the proposed slot
TO->FRU
A rescheduled slot
FRU -> IM
The eventual agreed slot

Result
Planned slot for a delayed/new train at the terminal.

Related KPIs
Terminal throughput (number of trains going through the terminal, number of trucks going through
the terminal, Volume of offered terminal capacity)

6.3.2 Planning a train request
Title
Category
Sub-Category
Actors
Output

Planning a train request
Capacity management
Path Slot planning
FRU /IM (dispatcher)/ freight operator
An offered (allocated) slot / changed or newly planned /
activated train path for a requested train
Input
Train ID, train specifications (including locomotive and wagons),
train operator, desired departure and arrival time
Application
ETA monitoring
Related use-cases
Terminal slot planning, optimal time slot for DG, add train to the
timetable
Compiled by
HC
Base-line Description
Freight train operator may request modifications to the currently planned train path or may request
a path for a new service. For instance, if the start of a freight train is delayed more than a certain
threshold, it may not be able to use its planned path and in this case, the freight train operator will
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ask for a new train path for the delayed train. In such cases, special considerations should be given to
the specifications and constraints of the freight train (e.g. weight, etc.).
Since a requested new or changed path may comply with the definition of an existing non-allocated
pre-arranged path (slot), this can be offered (allocated) instead of individual (re-)planning of the
path.
The scheduling module will receive updated ETA calculation results via interfaces regarding the
available resources required for planning a new train.
Any none-valid paths/slots are cancelled and the capacity /slot is released accordingly.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: All communications in the above mentioned process are
carried out via the web interface attached to the TMS Integration Layer, which can be a game
changing factor in the effectiveness of the whole train request management process. Therefore, the
involved parties are able to communicate their needs in real time and the negotiation process can be
carried out effectively. This digitalized path request process allows for web-based ad-hoc train path
requests via a web browser, using for instance, a web application. TAF TSI is expected to be used as a
basic element of path request integrated into the web app.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The modification/new train path request will be communicated by the FRU to IM train
dispatcher.
2. The changes/new path’s specifications are communicated to the FRU.
3. The negotiations will continue until an agreement is reached.
4. Non relevant previously allocated paths/slots are cancelled and the free capacity is released.
5. The assigned rolling stock or staff are (re-)planned by FRU if required.

Actors
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU): Freight railway undertaking responsible for organizing and

managing the transport line
Freight operator: Responsible for organizing transports for the customers.

Data Register
Freight operator -> FRU
Desired characteristics of the path such as:
Desired arrival/departure time
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Wagon specification such as weight
Information on goods such as oversized loads, dangerous goods, etc.
Locomotive specifications
FRU –> IM
Desired characteristics of the path, e.g. desired departure and arrival time
Train specification such as operating locomotive (type, traction engine, Equipment concerning

security), braking regime, etc.
Desired arrival/departure arrival time
Wagon specification such as weight
Information on goods such as oversized loads, dangerous goods, etc.
Acceptance or rejection of a previously proposed train path
IM->FRU
Assigned path slot, including path specifications, locomotive and driver specifications.

Driver’s working hours and required qualifications.
FRU -> freight operator
Assigned path slot

Result
Planned path/allocated slot for a delayed train or a new train with allocated resources.
Related KPIs
Customer satisfaction
Freight delivery metric
Train km
Number of train runs
Traffic volume
Volume of offered capacity

6.3.3 Update information to Traffic Management System
Title
Update information to Traffic Management System
Category
Capacity Management
Rolling Stock
Staff and crew management
Information Management
Sub-Category
Path slot planning
Wagons
Locomotive drivers
Train positioning
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Node Management System
(NMS) / Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Output
Forecasts and updated relevant data to TMS related to
timetable/rolling stock/crewmembers of the trains arriving or leaving
the Node
Input
Scheduled and updated TMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember Information.
Scheduled and updated NMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember information within the Node.
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Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Node plan optimization
IND
Base-line Description
The Mainline and Nodes are managed by different systems sharing information between them. The
Mainline is managed by the TMS, and each Node is individually managed by specific systems
deployed for each Node.
• The traffic in the Mainline is operated according to the Mainline Target Plan, which describes
all services to be operated. This plan is scheduled previously to be operated and, it may be
modified during the operation due to different reasons.
• The movements within the Nodes are outside the scope of the management of the Mainline.
The internal movements and tasks related to Nodes are Inserted into the Node Plan
generated by the NMS.
• The border points between the Mainline and Nodes are relevant for both sides.
The new TNCM uses information provided by the TMS and the NMS and is able to provide the TMS
with the updated data related to the border between the Node and the Mainline. This information is
accurately provided by TNCM according to complete knowledge of the current situation within the
Node.
In this way, this module allows:
• To provide improved information to TMS based on the knowledge of the current situation
within the Node.
• To isolate the TMS of the specific operation mode of the Node:
o The internal movements and activities within the Node.
o The behaviour and integration capabilities of the systems of the Node.
The relevant information to be provided to for the TMS is composed of the following topics:
• Timetable and movement information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node.
• Rolling Stock information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node. This information is
modelled as Extended Composition.
• Crewmembers information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The TMS is able to receive and to manage improved
information of the services (extended composition and crewmembers) leaving and arriving at the
Node, to be taken into account during the mainline traffic regulation.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. NMS notifies the current Node Plan to TNCM.
2. TMS provides updated information to TNCM regarding the following data :
a. Timetables and Movements Information.
b. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and the Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers
and physical characteristics.
c. Crewmember information.
3. NMS provides the TNCM with updated information to regarding the following data:
a. Timetable in the border.
b. Internal movements and tasks.
c. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains leaving the Node.
d. Crewmember information of trains leaving the Node.
4. TNCM analysis the information received from TMS and NMS and generates updated
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information to be provided to TMS taking into account the current situation and the best
performance according to the planning and future estimations.
5. TNCM provides the TMS with updated information regarding:
a. Timetable for trains in border.
b. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains in the border.
c. Crewmember information of trains in the border.

Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the modules of the TMS on the Mainline of the
Infrastructure Manager: Dispatcher, Routing, Regulation applied to the Mainline. It is assumed that is
a centralized system is in charge of traffic management of a whole network. Before operation, IM
provides scheduled timetable information for the whole network. It is assumed that at this time only
theoretical information for rolling stock or crew are available, not nominal. During operation, IM
provides forecast information and updates the scheduled timetable if required.
Node Management System (NMS): Legacy system used for managing the scheduling, events, works,
administrative tasks or any information within the Node. This system interfaces with Freight Railways
Operators (FRUs), Freight Operators (FOs) and Terminal Operators (TOs) for providing all the
information related to the Node.
Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM): New TMS module defined for complying with the
coordination of information between the TMS and the NMS. It is assumed that a TNCM is available
for each managed Node. Therefore, this UC reflects the actions of the TNCM associated with a Node.
Data Register
TMS to TNCM
• Updated Timetable and Movement information.
• Updated Extended Composition information (received from all the NMS).
• Updated Crewmembers information.
NMS to TNCM
• Current Node Plan.
• Evolution of the internal movements and tasks within the Node.
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• Updated Times for Trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Extended Composition information of the trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Crewmembers information of the Trains leaving the Node.
TNCM to TMS
• Timetable, extended composition information and crewmember information of the trains
arriving or departing the Node in the border between the Node and the Mainline.
Result
The TMS is provided with updated data of the trains arriving or leaving the Node, in the border
between both areas, according to the current situation and an optimized utilisation of the resources
in the Mainline and within the Node.
Related KPIs
• Time required for train management within a Node (reduction).
• Time spent by Freight Trains on non-scheduled stops (reduction).
• Freight Trains Punctuality at origin and destination (improvement).
• Number of Freight Trains entering into Nodes according with their scheduled windows of
arrival.

6.3.4 Update information to Node Management System
Title
Update information to Node Management System
Category
Capacity Management
Rolling Stock
Staff and crew management
Information Management
Sub-Category
Terminal slot planning
Wagons
Locomotive drivers
Train positioning
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Node Management System
(NMS) / Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Output
Forecasts and updated relevant data to NMS related to
timetable/rolling stock/crewmembers of the trains arriving or leaving
the Node.
Input
Scheduled and updated TMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember Information
Scheduled and updated NMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember information within the Node.
Application
Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Related use-cases
Node plan optimization
Compiled by
IND
Base-line Description
Different entities are in charge of the management of the Mainline and the information and
movements within a Node. The Mainline is managed by the TMS, and each Node is individually
managed by specific systems deployed for each Node.
• The traffic in the Mainline is operated according to the Mainline Target Plan, which describes
all the services to be operated. This plan is scheduled previously to be operated, but can be
modified during the operation because of different reasons.
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•

The movements within the Nodes are outside the scope of the management of the Mainline.
The internal movements and task related to Node are included into the Node Plan generated
by the NMS. The border points between the Mainline and the Nodes are relevant for both
sides.
The new TNCM is able to provide to NMS updated data related to the border between the Node and
the Mainline using information provided by the TMS and the NMS. This information is accurately
provided by TNCM according to complete knowledge of the current situation of the traffic in the
Mainline.
In this way, this module allows:
• To provide improved information to NSM based on the knowledge of the current traffic
situation into the Mainline.
• To possibly isolate the NMS of:
o The specific operation mode of the TMS.
o The behaviour and integration capabilities of the TMS.
The relevant information to be exchanged is composed by the following topics:
• Timetable and movement information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node.
• Rolling Stock information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node. This information is
modelled as Extended Composition.
• Crewmembers information of the trains arriving and leaving the Node.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The logistic process inside the Nodes can be improved by
means of the received data and the immediacy of the reception.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. NMS notifies the current Node Plan to TNCM.
2. TMS provides updated information to TNCM regarding the following data :
a. Timetables and Movements Information.
b. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and the Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers
and physical characteristics.
c. Crewmember information.
3. NMS provides updated information to TNCM regarding the following data:
a. Timetable in the border.
b. Internal movements and tasks.
c. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains leaving the Node.
d. Crewmember information of trains leaving the Node.
4. TNCM analysis the information received from TMS and NMS and generates updated
information to be provided to TMS taking into account the current situation and the best
performance according to the planning and future estimations.
5. TNCM provides to NMS updated information regarding:
a. Timetable for trains in Node.
b. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains in the border.
c. Crewmember information of trains in the border.
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Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the modules of the TMS on the Mainline of the
Infrastructure Manager: Dispatcher, Routing, Regulation applied to the Mainline. It is assumed that is
a centralized system in charge of traffic management of a whole network. Before operation, IM
provides scheduled timetable information for the whole network. It is assumed that at this time only
theoretical information for rolling stock or crew are available, not nominal. During operation, IM
provides forecast information and update the scheduled timetable if required.
Node Management System (NMS): Legacy system used for managing the scheduling, events, works,
administrative tasks or any information within the Node. This system interfaces with Freight Railways
Operators (FRUs), Freight Operators (FOs) and Terminal Operators (TOs) for providing all the
information related to the Node.
Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM): New TMS module defined for complying with the
coordination of information between the TMS and the NMS. It is assumed that a TNCM is available
for each managed Node. Therefore, this UC reflects the actions of the TNCM associated to a Node.
Data Register
TMS to TNCM
• Updated Timetable and Movement information.
• Updated Extended Composition information (received from all the NMS).
• Updated Crewmembers information.
NMS to TNCM
• Current Node Plan.
• Evolution of the internal movements and tasks within the Node.
• Updated Times for Trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Extended Composition information of the trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Crewmembers information of the Trains leaving the Node.
TNCM to NMS
• Timetable, extended composition information and crewmember information of the trains
arriving or leaving to the Node in the border between the Node and the Mainline.
Result
The NMS is provided with updated data information for trains arriving or leaving the Node, in the
border between both areas, according to the current traffic situation and an optimized utilisation of
the resources in the Mainline and within the Node.
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•
•
•
•

Related KPIs
Time required for train management within a Node (reduction).
Time spent by Freight Trains on non-scheduled stops (reduction).
Freight Trains Punctuality at origin and destination (improvement).
Number of Freight Trains entering into Nodes according with their scheduled windows of
arrival (increase).

6.3.5 Node plan optimization
Title
Node plan optimization
Category
Capacity Management
Rolling Stock
Staff and crew management
Sub-Category

Terminal slot planning
Wagons
Locomotive drivers
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Node Management System
(NMS) / Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Output
Optimized Node Plan proposal including crew and rolling stock
Input
Scheduled and updated TMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember Information
Scheduled and updated NMS information related to Timetable /
Rolling Stock / Crewmember information within the Node.
Application
Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM)
Related use-cases
Update information to traffic management system, Update
information to node management system
Compiled by
IND
Base-line Description
The synchronization between both areas of management (Mainline and node) is based on the
scheduled and expected timetable of the trains arriving to the node and departing from the node.
Taking into account that the management of both sides is performed by different actors, it is a key
element that both sides remain informed about the updated information regarding the timetable of
the trains in the borders.
Because of the higher range of management of the TMS, which affects the complete Mainline and
several Nodes along the line, it is estimated that the timetable provided by the Nodes for the trains
departing the Node must comply with the timetable defined by the TMS.
The Node Plan performed within the Node, including the schedule of movements and tasks, should
imply that the trains leave the Node at the timetable established by TMS.
During the operation, several circumstances on the mainline or nodes could imply disturbances on
the scheduled timetables. In these cases the tasks in the Node should be internally organized in order
to comply at maximum with the current departure timetables scheduled to the Node.
These modifications required over the Node Plan must be carried out by the NMS, in charge of the
operation within the Node. For supporting these actions, the TNCM is able to provide modification
proposals for the current Node Plan, according to the updated information received from the TMS
and from the NMS. These modifications could affect to the timetables and movements within the
Node. Also the possibility of suggest rolling stock or crewmember assignments could be explored.
The TNCM provides these proposals for being evaluated by the NMS. These modifications are not
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consolidated in any case by the TNCM. The NMS can take them into account for updating its Node
Plan or not. In case of Node Plan modification, NMS will finally notify updated timetables, rolling
stock and crewmember information for the trains with departure in the Node.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The use of combined information, external and internal
to the Node (provided by TMS and NMS) in the node operation allows to optimize the schedule of
tasks inside the Node and to minimize the impact on the regulation of the traffic.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. NMS notifies the current Node Plan to TNCM.
2. TMS provides updated information to TNCM regarding the following data:
a. Timetables and Movements Information.
b. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains leaving the Node.
c. Crewmember information.
3. NMS provides updated information to TNCM regarding the following data:
a. Departure Timetable from the Node.
b. Internal movements and tasks.
c. Extended Composition information, including the rolling stock (locomotive and
wagons) and Intermodal Loading Units (containers and swap bodies) identifiers and
physical characteristics of trains leaving the Node.
d. Crewmember information of trains leaving the Node.
4. TNCM calculates proposed modifications on the Node Plan in order to optimize the
operation for minimizing the impact on the Mainline scheduled timetables.
5. TNCM provides to the NMS the proposed modifications on the Node Plan.

Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the modules of the TMS on the Mainline of the
Infrastructure Manager: Dispatcher, Routing, Regulation applied to the Mainline. It is assumed that is
a centralized system in charge of traffic management of a whole network. Before operation, IM
provides scheduled timetable information for the whole network. It is assumed that at this time only
theoretical information for rolling stock or crew are available, not nominal. During operation, IM
provides forecast information and update the scheduled timetable if required.
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Node Management System (NMS): Legacy system used for managing the scheduling, events, works,
administrative tasks or any information within the Node. This system interfaces with Freight Railways
Operators (FRUs), Freight Operators (FOs) and Terminal Operators (TOs) for providing all the
information related to the Node.
Traffic-Node Coordination Module (TNCM): New TMS module defined for complying with the
coordination of information between the TMS and the NMS. It is assumed that a TNCM is available
for each managed Node. Therefore, this UC reflects the actions of the TNCM associated to a Node.
Data Register
TMS to TNCM
• Updated Timetable and Movement information.
• Updated Extended Composition information
• Updated Crewmembers information.
NMS to TNCM
• Current Node Plan.
• Evolution of the internal movements and tasks within the Node.
• Updated Times for Trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Extended Composition information of the trains leaving the Node.
• Updated Crewmembers information of the Trains leaving the Node.
TNCM to NMS
• Proposed modification on Node Plan in order to optimize the tasks within the Node, and to
minimize the impact on the Mainline in case of unexpected traffic situations.
Result
The TNCM proposes to the NMS modifications on the Node Plan suggested in order to:
• Minimize the impact on the Mainline Timetable due to unexpected situations within the
Node.
• Optimize the internal tasks within the Node according with the current traffic situation in
Mainline and within the Node.
Therefore, these modifications are provided in case the circumstances during the operation implies
deviations of the expected departures time for the trains leaving the Node regarding the departures
times included in the Operational Mainline Plan
Related KPIs
• Time required for train management within a Node (reduction).
• Time spent by Freight Trains on non-scheduled stops (reduction).
• Freight Trains Punctuality at origin and destination (improvement).
• Number of Freight Trains entering into Nodes according with their scheduled windows of
arrival (increase).

6.3.6 Freight train without crossing
Title
Freight train without crossing
Category
Freight Train Dispatching
Sub-Category
Authorization
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Dynamic Crossing Analysis
Module (DCAM)
Output
Supervision result: No crossing between Freight Train and HighSpeed Passenger Train: No action required
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Input
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Traffic Positioning / Types of traffic / Freight Train expected route
Freight Train Running Supervision
IND

Base-line Description
A freight train is running on a track of a high-speed line with two parallel tracks, one for each
direction of traffic, without crossing any other Train running in the opposite direction.
The DCAM supervises the circulation of the freight train, but along its journey it is concluded that it is
not necessary any additional action because the freight train does not cross any other Train.
The running of the freight train is supervised in order to detect possible crossings with high-speed
trains. If a possible crossing is not detected, then the system does not take any other action.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: As a result, the traffic regulation is able to know in advance

that it does not have to manage any crossing operation between trains, because the traffic is
continuously supervised beforehand.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The TMS provides the DCAM with the type of traffic and the expected route of the Train running
(Freight Train).
2. The TMS provides the DCAM with the positioning of the Freight Train running.
a. According to the positioning data received, the DCAM supervises the possible crossings
with traffic in the opposite direction and a separate track (Application: Freight Train
Running Supervision). This module detects situations differently from the conflict
detection module, by detecting situations where two trains cross in different tracks.
b. The DCAM does not detect any traffic in the other direction during the running of the
Freight Train. Therefore, it is not necessary to protect any crossing.

Note: The flowchart displays in black the steps performed by Applications.
Actors
Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM): New TMS module defined in this solution for analysing
the possible crossings between trains and protecting the crossings between a Freight Train and a
High-Speed Line running in opposite direction in different tracks.
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the current TMS modules: Dispatcher, Routing,
Regulation and Traffic Control.
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Data Register
TMS to DCAM
• Type of traffic and expected route of Freight Train.
• Positioning of running Trains (freight trains and high-speed passenger trains).
Result
Freight Train supervised along its circulation.
No action is required if there is not any crossing between High-Speed Passenger Train and Freight
Tran.
Related KPIs
• Capacity of the network for Freight Transport
• Use of High-Speed Lines for Freight Transport
6.3.7 Crossing between two freight trains
Title
Crossing between two freight trains
Category
Freight Train Dispatching
Sub-Category
Authorization
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Dynamic Crossing Analysis
Module (DCAM)
Output
Supervision result: No crossing between Freight Train and HighSpeed Passenger Train: No action required
Input
Traffic Positioning / Types of traffic / Freight Train expected route
Application
Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module
Related use-cases
Application: Freight Train Running Supervision
Compiled by
IND
Base-line Description
A Freight Train is running on a track of a High-Speed line with two parallels tracks, one for each
direction of traffic. At same time, other Freight Train is running in the opposite direction on the other
track. Both trains cross in a point of the line.
The DCAM supervises the circulation of the Freight Train, but along is journey it is concluded that it is
not necessary any additional action because the Freight Train does not cross any High Speed Train.
The crosses between two Freight Trains do not require any additional action because the speed of
both trains is not elevated.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The continuous supervision of the traffic allows to detect
the conflictive crossing situations between freight trains and high-speed trains, but also to detect
crossings between freight trains without any additional required action.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The TMS provides the DCAM with the type of traffic and the expected route of the train running
(freight train).
2. The TMS provides the DCAM with the positioning of the freight train running.
a. According to the positioning data received, the DCAM supervises the possible crossings
with traffic in the other direction (Application: Freight Train Running Supervision).
b. The DCAM detects a freight train running in the other direction with possible future
crossing with the freight train. Therefore, it is not necessary to protect any crossing.
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Note: The flowchart displays in black the steps performed by Applications.
Actors
Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM): New TMS module defined in this solution for analysing
the possible crossings between trains and protecting the crossings between a Freight Train and a
High-Speed Line running in opposite direction in different tracks.
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the current TMS modules: Dispatcher, Routing,
Regulation and Traffic Control.
Data Register
TMS to DCAM
• Type of traffic and expected route of Freight Train.
• Positioning of running Trains.
Result
Freight Train supervised along its circulation.
No action is required because there is not any crossing between High-Speed Passenger Train and
Freight Tran.
Related KPIs
• Capacity of the network for Freight Transport (increase).
• Use of High-Speed Lines for Freight Transport (increase).
6.3.8 Crossing between a passenger train and a freight train
Title
Crossing between a passenger train and a freight train
Category
Freight Train Dispatching
Sub-Category
Authorization
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Dynamic Crossing Analysis
Module (DCAM) / Temporary Speed Restriction Management
System (TSRM)
Output
Supervision result: Crossing between Freight Train and High-Speed
Passenger Train: Crossing Protection actions
Input
Traffic Positioning / Types of traffic / Freight Train expected route /
Speed of involved Trains
Application
Freight Train Running Supervision / Crossing Protection
Related use-cases
Compiled by
IND
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Base-line Description
A freight train is running on a track of a high-speed line with two parallels tracks, one for each
direction of traffic. At same time, a high-speed passenger train is running in the opposite direction on
the other track.
The DCAM supervises the circulation of the freight train, detecting the future crossing between the
freight train and a high-speed passenger train. The DCAM protects the future crossing.
Both trains cross in a point of the line. The crossing is protected by means of the actions proposed by
the DCAM and provided to the TSRM and the TMS.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The detection of the crossing between freight trains and
high-speed trains allows the traffic regulator to automatically manage the situation in safe conditions
and with a minimum impact on the traffic. This innovation allows the IMs to operate mixed traffic on
the lines under safe conditions.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The TMS provides the DCAM with the type of traffic and the expected route of the Train running
(Freight Train).
2. The TMS provides the DCAM with the positioning of the Freight Train running.
a. According to the positioning data received, the DCAM supervises the possible crossings
with traffic in the other direction (Application: Freight Train Running Supervision).
b. The DCAM detects a High-Speed Passenger Train running in the other direction with
possible future crossing with the Freight Train.
c. The DCAM protects the crossing (Application: Crossing Detection). The DCAM could
define request for:
i. Application of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restrictions on the track where the
High-Speed Passenger Train is running.
ii. Blocking of signals on the Track where the Freight Train is running.
d. The DCAM sends request to TSRM or TMS and receives status confirmation.
3. The Freight Train and the High-Speed Passenger Train cross under the protection measures
defined by DCAM.
4. The DCAM sends request to release the protection measures remaining protecting the crossing.

Note: The flowchart displays in black the steps performed by Applications.
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Actors
Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM): New TMS module defined in this solution for analysing
the possible crossings between trains and protecting the crossings between a Freight Train and a
High-Speed Line running in opposite direction in different tracks.
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the current TMS modules: Dispatcher, Routing,
Regulation and Traffic Control.
Temporary Speed Restriction Management System (TSRM): Module in charge of commanding the
Temporary Speed Restrictions on the control systems.
Data Register
TMS to DCAM
• Type of traffic and expected route of Freight Train.
• Positioning of running Trains (Freight Trains and High-Speed Passenger Trains).
DCAM to TMS
• Request for blocking signals.
• Request for releasing signals because of crossing protection.
DCAM to TSRM
• Request for application of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restriction.
• Request for releasing of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restriction.
Result
Crossing detected between a Freight Train and a High-Speed Passenger Train before it occurs. The
Trains cross complying with the protection measures applied.
Related KPIs
• Capacity of the network for Freight Transport (increase).
• Use of High-Speed Lines for Freight Transport (increase).
6.3.9 Freight Train entry to high-speed line
Title
Freight Train entry to high-speed line
Category
Freight Train Dispatching
Sub-Category
Authorization
Actors
Traffic Management System (TMS) / Dynamic Crossing Analysis
Module (DCAM) / Temporary Speed Restriction Management
System (TSRM)
Output
Supervision result: Crossing between Freight Train and High-Speed
Passenger Train: Crossing Protection actions, although the crossing
is produced when the Freight Train is inside or outside the HighSpeed Line.
Input
Traffic Positioning / Types of traffic / Freight Train expected route /
Speed of involved Trains
Application
Freight Train Running Supervision / Crossing Protection
Related use-cases
Applications: Freight Train Running Supervision / Crossing
Protection
Compiled by
IND
Base-line Description
A Freight Train is running towards a track of the High-Speed Line from a non-High-Speed track. The
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High-Speed Line has two parallels tracks, one for each direction of traffic. On the other track, a HighSpeed Passenger Train is running in the opposite direction.
The DCAM supervises the circulation of the Freight Train, first on the current non-High-Speed track
and then on the High-Speed Line track, detecting a future crossing between the Freight Train and a
High-Speed Passenger Train.
The running of the Freight Train during the non-High-Speed track requires to be supervised in order
to guarantee that if the Freight Train crosses a High-Speed Passenger Train in the High-Speed Line,
the cross will be safe, avoiding conflictive situations.
The future crossing is protected by means of the actions proposed by the DCAM and provided to the
TSRM and the TMS. Both trains cross.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The exchanged information between the high-speed
traffic regulator and other collateral infrastructures allows operating mixed traffic with entries and
exits to the high-speed line under safe conditions.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The TMS provides to the DCAM the type of traffic and the expected route of the Train on the
non-High-Speed track (Freight Train).
2. The TMS provides to the DCAM the positioning of the Freight Train running.
a. According to the positioning data received, the DCAM supervises the possible crossings
with traffic in the other direction of track different to the track where the Freight Train
will enter the High-Speed Line (Application: Freight Train Running Supervision).
b. The DCAM detects a High-Speed Passenger Train running in the other direction with
possible future crossing with the Freight Train.
c. The DCAM protects the crossing (Application: Crossing Detection). The DCAM could
define request for:
i. Application of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restrictions on the track where the
High-Speed Passenger Train is running.
ii. Blocking of signals on the Track where the Freight Train is running, on the nonHigh-Speed track and in the High-Speed track.
d. The DCAM allows the entry in the High-Speed line of the Freight Train from the non-High
Speed Train.
3. The Freight Train and the High-Speed Passenger Train crosses under the protection measures
defined by DCAM.
4. The DCAM sends request to release the protection measures remaining protecting the crossing.
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Note: The flowchart displays in black the steps performed by Applications.
Actors
Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM): New TMS module defined in this solution for analysing
the possible crossings between trains and protecting the crossings between a Freight Train and a
High-Speed Line running in opposite direction in different tracks.
Traffic Management System (TMS): It includes all the current TMS modules: Dispatcher, Routing,
Regulation and Traffic Control.
Temporary Speed Restriction Management System (TSRM): Module in charge of commanding the
Temporary Speed Restrictions on the control systems.
Data Register
TMS to DCAM
• Type of traffic and expected route of Freight Train.
• Positioning of running Trains (Freight Trains and High-Speed Passenger Trains).
DCAM to TMS
• Request for blocking signals.
• Request for releasing signals because of crossing protection.
DCAM to TSRM
• Request for application of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restriction.
• Request for releasing of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restriction.
Result
Crossing detected between a Freight Train and a High-Speed Passenger Train before it occurs, when
the Freight Train is initially running on a track outside the High-Speed line. The Trains cross complying
with the protection measures applied, while the Freight Train is inside or outside the High-Speed
Line.
Related KPIs
• Capacity of the network for Freight Transport (increase).
• Use of High-Speed Lines for Freight Transport (increase).
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6.3.10 Wagon axle box temperature
Title
Wagon axle box temperature
Category
Rolling stock
Sub-Category
Wagons
Actors
FRU/IM/Locomotive driver/Rescue team
Output
The optimal procedure to manage both critical situations and normal
operation (based on measured temperature values)
Input
Main parameters of train, wagons, MCU (Master Control Unit) and
sensors
Application
TMS-MCU, Sensors-MCU
Related use-cases
Wagon bogie vibration, Wagon tank pressure
Compiled by
STS
Base-line Description
A freight train composed of tank wagons is traveling from station A to station B. The tank wagons are
filled with dangerous liquid. Each wagon is equipped with a MCU (Master Control Unit)
communicating with a network of wireless sensors installed at points relevant to wagon safety points
of the wagon. The MCU is able to communicate with the Control Center by GSM or GSM-R.
According to a fixed duty cycle, the sensors transmit the values measured to the MCU.
The MCU stores the received values and if at least one is in alarm, it immediately sends a notification
message with the values to the TMS (if there are no alarms, the message is sent after a duty cycle).
The TMS receives the message, stores it and presents to the operator by man machine interface. The
operator or IM, on the basis of the message received, decides on possible actions.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: Bearing in mind that currently most of the freight
wagons do not have electronic equipment, especially in the transport of dangerous goods, the
system proposed in this use-case presents the following innovative and positive aspects:
• improve the level of safety of freight trains and railway infrastructure
• can be used to manage the freights wagon CBM (condition based maintenance)
• guarantees a real time localization of the freights wagon fleet, improving logistic
management.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train starts from station A.
2. At a certain time, the sensor of axle box temperature measures a high value (alarm) and
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

transmits it to the MCU.
The MCU immediately sends the alarm to the IM (TMS).
The IM analyzes the alarm and establishes its severity.
The IM notifies the FRU about the convoy and the wagon that is detected with the anomaly.
The IM sends a message to the train driver to advise him about the anomaly.
If needed, the train will be stopped or slowed down and IM will send a rescue team to the
train.
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Actors
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU).
Locomotive driver
Rescue Team

Data Register
Sensors  MCU
Read Values (message with duty cycle TO1)

Sensor type
Sensor number
Temperature value (°C)
MCU  IM
Values from Sensors (message with duty cycle TO2) Train number

Wagon number
GPS wagon geolocation
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Temperature value (°C)
Date and time of detection

IM  FRU
Emergency notification
Wagon number
Information on loads, e.g. oversized, dangerous goods, etc.
Type of anomaly detected (i.e. temperature or vibration exceeds limits)

Result
To avoid serious damage both train and infrastructure and to reduce the costs of maintenance for
rolling stock

Related KPIs
•
•
•

safety level
maintenance costs reduction
wagon traceability

6.3.11 Optimal time slot and itinerary for Dangerous Goods
Title
Optimal time slot and itinerary for Dangerous Goods
Category
Capacity management
Sub-Category
Path Slot planning , Ad hoc planning
Actors
FRU (freight operator) , IM (dispatcher)
Output
Optimal train start/arrival time and optimal itinerary to
minimize the risk of accidents
Input
Main characteristics of the train and of the dangerous
goods (quantity and typology), all data related to
population, cities, villages, countries , industrial sites of the
areas where the railway lines pass
Application
Algorithm “Branch and Bound”
Related use-cases
Terminal slot planning , Optimizing container delivery to
ports
Compiled by
STS
Base-line Description
A freight train that carries dangerous goods must go from point A to unloading point B. To go from
point A to point B there are several time windows available and different itineraries.
This use-case must determine the optimal time window and the optimal itinerary to carry the
dangerous goods from A to B, also minimizing the risk of accidents along the railway resulting in
damage of infrastructure, buildings and people.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: the solution of an optimal allocation problem solved
with the algorithm “Branch and Bound”, in order to minimize the population and the territorial
infrastructures exposed in case of accident.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train carrying dangerous goods is loaded in storage area A.
2. All the data of the train and of itinerary (train number, wagons number, wagons
specifications, type and classification of dangerous goods carried per wagon, locomotive
type, braking regime, train and wagon weight, train length, origin A, destination B, list of
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possible time windows to go from point A to point B) are entered into the TMS.
3. The algorithm “branch and bound” provides the optimal start time, arrival time (optimal
time slot) and optimal itinerary.
4. The time of start and arrival (ETA) and the itinerary is sent to the FRU by IM.
5. The train can start to reach arrival point B, at the agreed time.

Actors

National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU).

Data Register
Train number
wagons number
wagon specifications
dangerous good specifications (quantity, typology, etc.)
timetable of the railway lines related with the transportation of dangerous goods
Other data:
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Identification of cities, villages, countries, industrial sites and other relevant sites near the railway
lines related with the transportation of dangerous goods
Population evaluation of the areas and sites of previous point
General climate of the areas and sites of previous point
IM  FRU

Optimal time slot
Optimal itinerary
Result
Optimal train start/arrival time and itinerary to minimize the risk of accidents
Related KPIs
Risk of accidents, Customer satisfaction, Punctuality at origin and destination, commercial speed

6.3.12 Wagon bogie vibration
Title
Wagon bogie vibration
Category
Rolling stock
Sub-Category
Wagons
Actors
FRU/IM/Locomotive driver/Rescue team
Output
The optimal procedure to manage both critical situations and normal
operation (based on measured vibration values)
Input
Main parameters of train, wagons, MCU (Master Control Unit) and
sensors
Application
TMS-MCU, Sensors-MCU
Related use-cases
Wagon_axlebox_temperature, Wagon_tank_pressure
Compiled by
STS
Base-line Description
A freight train composed of tank wagons is traveling from station A to station B. The tank wagons are
filled with dangerous liquid. Each wagon is equipped with a MCU (Master Control Unit)
communicating with a network of sensors wireless installed at points relevant to wagon safety. The
MCU is able to communicate with the Control Center by GSM or GSM-R.
According to a fixed duty cycle, the sensors transmit the values measured to the MCU.
The MCU stores the received values and if at least one is in alarm, it immediately sends a notification
message with the values to the TMS (if there are no alarms, the message is sent after a duty cycle).
The TMS receives the message, stores it and present to the operator by man machine interface. The
operator or IM, on the basis of the message received, decides on possible actions.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: bearing in mind that currently most of freight wagons do
not have electronic equipment, especially in the transport of dangerous goods, the system proposed
in this use-case presents the following innovative and positive aspects:
• improve the level of safety of freight trains and railway infrastructure
• can be used to manage the freights wagon CBM (condition based maintenance)
• guarantees a real time localization of the freights wagon fleet, improving logistic
management
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train start from station A.
2. At a certain time, the accelerometer installed on a bogie measures a high value (alarm) and
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

transmits it to the MCU.
The MCU immediately sends the alarm to the IM (TMS).
The IM analyzes the alarm and establishes its severity.
The IM notifies the FRU about the convoy and the wagon that detected the anomaly.
The IM send a message to the train driver to advise him about the anomaly.
If need, the train will be stopped or slowed down and IM will send a rescue team to the train.

Actors
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU).
Locomotive Driver.
Rescue Team

Data Register
Sensors  MCU
Read Values (message with duty cycle TO1):

Sensor type
Sensor number
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Acceleration Value (m/sec²)
MCU  IM(TMS)
Values from Sensors (message with duty cycle TO2)

Train number
Wagon number
GPS wagon geolocation
Acceleration Value (m/sec²)
Date and time of detection
IM  FRU
Emergency notification
Wagon number
Information on loads, e.g. oversized, dangerous goods, etc.
Type of anomaly detected (i.e. acceleration exceeds limits)

Result
To avoid serious damage both to train and infrastructure and to reduce the costs of maintenance for
rolling stock.

Related KPIs
•
•
•

safety level (increase)
maintenance costs (reduction)
wagon traceability (increase)

6.3.13 Wagon tank pressure
Title
Wagon tank pressure
Category
Rolling stock
Sub-Category
Wagons
Actors
FRU/IM/Locomotive driver/Rescue team
Output
The optimal procedure to manage both critical situations and normal
operation (based on measured pressure values)
Input
Main parameters of train, wagons, MCU (Master Control Unit) ans
sensors
Application
FRU/IM/Locomotive driver/Rescue team
Related use-cases
Wagon_bogie_vibration, Wagon_axlebox_temperature
Compiled by
STS
Base-line Description
A freight train composed of tank wagons is traveling from station A to station B. The tank wagons are
filled with dangerous liquid. Any wagon is equipped with a MCU (Master Control Unit)
communicating with a network of wireless sensors installed at points relevant to wagon safety. The
MCU is able to communicate with the Control Center by GSM or GSM-R.
According to a fixed duty cycle, the sensors transmit the values measured to the MCU.
The MCU stores the received values and if at least one is in alarm, it immediately sends a notification
message with the values to the TMS (if there are no alarms, the message is sent after a duty cycle).
The TMS receives the message, stores and presents it to the operator by man machine interface. The
operator or IM, on the basis of the message received, decides on possible actions.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: bearing in mind that currently most of the freight
wagons do not have electronic equipment, especially in the transport of dangerous goods, the
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system proposed in this use-case presents the following innovative and positive aspects:
• improve the level of safety of freight trains and railway infrastructure
• can be used to manage the freights wagon CBM (condition based maintenance)
• guarantees a real time localization of the freights wagon fleet, improving logistic
management
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train start from station A.
2. At a certain time, the sensor of pressure of the tank measures a very low value (alarm) and
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

transmits it to the MCU.
The MCU immediately sends the alarm to the IM (TMS).
The IM analyzes the alarm and establishes its severity.
The IM notifies the FRU about the convoy and the wagon that is detected with the anomaly.
The IM send a message to the train driver to advise him about the anomaly.
If needed, the train will be stopped or slowed down and IM will send a rescue team to the
train.

Actors
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network.
Freight Railway Undertaking (FRU).
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Locomotive Driver.
Rescue Team

Data Register
Sensors  MCU
Read Values (message with duty cycle TO1):

Sensor type
Sensor number
Pressure value (Pa)
MCU  IM(TMS)
Values from Sensors (message with duty cycle TO2)

Train number
Wagon number
GPS wagon geolocation
Pressure value (Pa)
Date and time of detection
IM  FRU
Emergency notification
Wagon number
Information on loads, e.g. oversized, dangerous goods, etc.
Type of anomaly detected (i.e. pressure exceeds limits)

Result
To avoid serious damage both to train and infrastructure and to reduce the costs of maintenance for
rolling stock

Related KPIs
•
•
•

safety level (increase)
maintenance costs (reduction)
wagon traceability (increase)

6.3.14 Optimize timetable region
Title
Optimize timetable region
Category
Capacity management
Sub-Category
Annual planning
Actors
IM, FRU
Output
Conflict-regulated timetable, optimized according to selected criteria
Input
Timetable draft, delivery commitment requests, train data, infrastructure
data, train runtime data, safety requirements
Application
Timetable optimization module
Related use-cases
Add train to timetable
Compiled by
TRV/RISE
Base-line Description
In the annual (long-term) timetable planning, the timetable planner at the IM creates a timetable
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draft for a region of the railway network. The timetable draft can include non-regulated conflicts
and may also not be optimized according to relevant evaluation criteria. To tune the timetable, the
planner at the IM uses a timetable optimization module, which calculates an optimal timetable
based on the draft. The optimization is based on some evaluation criteria. The planner can
iteratively adjust the criteria and optimize until he/she is satisfied.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: In contrast to how timetable planning is mostly done
today, the timetable optimization module offers a possibility to produce a timetable that is optimal
(in relation to the selected criteria).
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. Delivery commitment requests and possibly (if not created by IM) timetable draft are
communicated to IM by FRU.
2. Timetable planner at IM selects criteria for timetable optimization.
3. Timetable draft is optimized.
4. Optimized timetable is evaluated.
5. If timetable planner at IM is satisfied, timetable is exported from optimization module;
otherwise go back to step 2.
6. Optimized timetable is communicated to FRU.
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Start

Get requests from FRU

Enter requests

Select optimization criteria

Optimize timetable draft

Timetable
satisfactory?

No

Yes
Export timetable

Deliver timetable to FRU

End

Actors
National/private infrastructure manager (IM): the IM responsible for the railway network
Freight railway undertaking (FRU): the entity responsible for the train operation
Data Register
FRU  IM
(Timetable draft)
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Delivery commitment requests
Train data
o Type
o Weight
o Speed profile
o Length
Internal IM
(Timetable draft)
Infrastructure data
o Stations
o Tracks
o Distances between stations
o Block sections
o Track lengths at stations
o Signal positions
o Temporary speed reductions
Train runtime data
Safety requirements
o Headways
o Concurrent arrival
IM  FRU
Optimized timetable
Result
Timetable is conflict-regulated and optimized according to the selected criteria.
Related KPIs
Journey time, average speed, volume of offered capacity, number of conflicts
6.3.15 Add train to timetable
Title
Add train to timetable
Category
Capacity management
Sub-Category
Ad hoc planning
Actors
IM, FRU
Output
Updated timetable, including one new train
Input
New delivery commitment request, train data, timetable, established
delivery commitments, infrastructure data, train runtime data, safety
requirements
Application
Timetable optimization module
Related use-cases
Planning a train request, Optimize timetable region
Compiled by
TRV/RISE
Base-line Description
In ad hoc timetable planning, there exists an established timetable, but a new train request (delivery
commitment request) has to be added to the timetable. When planning for the new request, the IM
cannot change established delivery commitments, but there can exist some flexibility in the plan.
Thus, the new request should be included utilizing the available free capacity and the flexibility in
the existing plan, in order to handle the new request without violating the already established
delivery commitments. The planner at the IM uses the timetable optimization module to find a way
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to insert the new train request that is feasible with respect to capacity restrictions from
infrastructure, the existing timetable, and selected timetable optimization criteria. The planner can
iteratively adjust the criteria and optimize until he/she is satisfied.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: In contrast to how timetable planning is mostly done
today, the timetable optimization module offers a possibility to produce a timetable that is optimal
(in relation to the selected criteria, and within the available free capacity and the flexibility of the
existing plan).
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. A new delivery commitment request (i.e. a new desired train transport) is communicated to
IM by FRU in the ad hoc timetable planning phase.
2. Timetable planner at IM selects criteria for insertion of the new delivery commitment
request into an existing timetable.
3. Timetable, including new delivery commitment request, is optimized.
4. Optimized timetable is evaluated.
5. If timetable planner at IM is satisfied, timetable is exported from optimization module;
otherwise go back to step 2.
6. Optimized timetable is communicated to FRU.
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Actors
National/private infrastructure manager (IM): the IM responsible for the railway network
Freight railway undertaking (FRU): the entity responsible for the train operation
Data Register
FRU  IM
New delivery commitment request
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Train data
o
o
o
o

Type
Weight
Speed profile
Length

Internal IM
Timetable
Established delivery commitments
Infrastructure data
o Stations
o Tracks
o Distances between stations
o Block sections
o Track length at stations
o Signal positions
o Temporary speed reductions
Train runtime data
Safety requirements
o Headways
o Concurrent arrival
IM  FRU
Optimized timetable
Result
Timetable is updated with new train inserted.
Related KPIs
Journey time, average speed, volume of offered capacity, number of conflicts

6.3.16 Monitoring of staff, locomotive and wagon transport status
Title
Monitoring of staff, locomotive and wagon transport status
Category
Staff and rolling stock
Sub-Category
Locomotive drivers, locomotive planning and wagons
Actors
FRU
Output
Status information regarding “next leg availability” for locomotive drivers,
locomotives and wagons
Input
ETA for freight trains, locomotive driver schedules, planned locomotive
circulations, transport plans for freight wagons, handling times at
marshalling yards, personnel schedule regulation
Application
Freight transport review, ETA calculation and monitoring
Related use-cases

Terminal slot planning, Planning a train request, Conflict detection, Conflict
resolution
Compiled by
TRV/RISE
Base-line Description
At an FRU, both drivers and locomotives have planned schedules. At several FRUs, also wagons have
transport plans, stating the “next connecting train” that the wagon is to be transported in. When a
delay occurs, there is a risk that there will be some downstream effects like that the driver cannot
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make his/her next planned task, that the locomotive will be too late for its next planned task or that
the wagon will not arrive in due time for the departure of the next transportation leg in its journey
to the destination. The aim of this use-case is to monitor the status of drivers’ schedules, locomotive
circulations and wagon transport plans and to alert when there is a risk that there will be a
downstream effect of the delay.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: In comparison with manual methods, a freight transport
review application would improve the possibilities to keep track of “next leg availability” for
locomotive drivers, locomotives and wagons.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The IM calculates an updated ETA for a freight train and communicates it to the FRU.
The ETA should include arrival time at all intermediate stations from current position to final
destination of the train.
2. FRU checks the schedule of the driver and if there is a risk that he/she cannot perform
his/her next scheduled task.
3. FRU checks the planned locomotive circulation to find if there is a risk that the delay will
have an impact on the next planned task for the locomotive.
4. FRU checks the transport plans for all wagons in the train to check if there is a risk that any
wagon will miss its next planned train in its transport plan.
5. If the delay has any impact on driver schedule, locomotive circulation or wagon transport
plan, alerts are shown in user interface.
6. The actor of the use-case gets more information about the issue (i.e. by clicking on the
alert).
7. The actor can take relevant actions (in some other system/use-case).
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Start

Get new ETA from IM

Enter new ETA

Effects on plans
for driver,
locomotive or
wagons?

No

Yes
Take action

End

Actors
National/private infrastructure manager (IM): the IM responsible for the dispatching and
calculation of ETA.
Freight railway undertaking (FRU)
Data Register
IM  FRU
ETA for freight trains
Internal to FRU
Locomotive driver schedules
Planned locomotive circulations
Transport plans for freight wagons
Handling times at marshalling yards
Preconditions for locomotive schedule planning (e.g. minimum time between assignments)
Preconditions for personnel schedule planning (e.g. minimum time between assignments)
Personnel schedule regulations
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Result
Primary result is alerts from system in case of risk for missed connection for driver, locomotive or
freight wagon.
FRU can take action from the alerts. Actions can be to call in a new driver, enable another
locomotive, delay a departure or create a new transport plan for freight wagons.
Related KPIs
Freight delivery metric, punctuality at origin and destination

6.3.17 Conflict detection
Title
Conflict detection
Category
Operations management
Sub-Category
Dispatching
Actors
IM (Dispatcher)
Output
List of conflicts
Input
Train delay message
Application
Conflict detection, ETA calculation and monitoring
Related use-cases
Conflict resolution
Compiled by
SIE
Base-line Description
The freight train may be a subject of delay. Often freight based networks contain single track lines,
so that deviations in one train influence several other trains or planned maintenance activities. The
deviations can occur due to delays during the operation or trip modifications done by the operator.
In both cases further conflicts would occur with high probability. The conflict detection service shall
represent the consequences of the trip modification as list of conflicts.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: in opposite to the existing standalone conflict detection
solutions, this use-case shall provide an integrated functionality with conflict resolution on the one
hand and efficient integration into the user interface on the other.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train is modified by dispatcher.
2. The changes of the forecast are calculated by Conflict detection module.
3. A list of conflicts is represented to the operator sorted according to their impact on operation.
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Start

New train
position report

Timetable
modification by
user or algorithm

Forecast
recalculation

Conflict
detection
Conflict
representation

End

Result
The operator is able to see the consequences of the modification and can decide, which next
modification could result in most improvement of the situation.

6.3.18 Conflict resolution
Title
Conflict resolution
Category
Operations management
Sub-Category
Dispatching
Actors
IM (Dispatcher)
Output
List of conflicts resolution proposals
Input
Train delay message
Application
Conflict resolution, ETA calculation and monitoring
Related use-cases
Conflict detection
Compiled by
SIE
Base-line Description
The conflicts detected during the UC conflict detection shall be resolved in cooperation with the
operator. The conflict resolution Use-Case shall run in cycle with conflict detection to create an
optimal conflict resolution strategy. The conflict resolution service shall represent the proposed
timetable modifications improving the operation.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: Existing implementations of this use-case suffer
performance issues: taking into account precise runtime calculation including interlocking
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simulation, and resolution of large scale conflicts during short amount of time is a challenging task,
which is not yet solved sufficiently well.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. The train is modified by dispatcher.
2. The changes of the forecast are calculated by Conflict detection module.
3. A list of timetable modifications is represented to the operator as a sorted form.
Start

New conflict
list

Proposal
calculation

Conflict
detection usecase

Good enough

Solution
representation

End
Result
The operator is able to see the proposals and decide if she accepts/rejects/modifies them.

6.3.19 Optimizing container delivery to ports
Title
Optimizing container delivery to ports
Category
Freight Train Dispatch
Sub-Category
Delay
Actors
IM/CMS
Output
Optimized and energy saving schedule to deliver container to ports
Container Status (ETA, location)
Input
Train location, Departure and Arrival time, Train data
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Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Container Management and Monitoring
Terminal Slot Planning, Optimize timetable region
THA
Base-line Description
The use-case describes an innovative scenario for interaction between a Container Management
System (CMS) and TMS with the goal to provide smooth and fast delivery of containers to ports.
The TMS provides the CMS with up to date and accurate information on train status which enables
the CMS to provide up to date and accurate information on container status at any time.
All trains departing a given terminal are fully registered in the Container Management System
(CMS). Information of all loaded containers of the train is in the CMS.
A given receiving terminal (e.g. a deep sea harbor) and other stakeholders need information about
the estimated time of arrival of every container.
The train is known in the time table planning system with initial data and therefore also known in
the TMS.
The CMS has a link between container and train. The CMS provides TMS with additional information
of containers, wagons and train by putting this data on the Integration Layer.
The TMS then provides information about the actual position and the Estimated Time of Arrival
(ETA) for the relevant trains. The CMS uses the initial ETA for a specific train and informs the
relevant stakeholders of the container ETA.
The CMS has knowledge about loading/unloading progress and is able to request an update of the
schedule from TMS in case of unexpected events.
The TMS needs to align the request with involved stakeholders (e.g. TOCs) and finally includes a
change (if any) into the production plan.
The TMS then provides in the Integration Layer regular updates of actual positions and any deviation
of ETA until the train reach its final destination.
Using this data in the Integration Layer the CMS provides to the receiving terminal and other
stakeholders full information about ETA of a container and can synchronize with the next
“connection” of the container, which can be e.g. another train or a vessel.
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The shared data between the CMS and TMS allows
more information to be available to customers and by each system reacting to the other, logistics in
both can be improved. Changes to the rail plan can influence decisions in the CMS, and updates
provided by the CMS can inform TMS of potential delays earlier then currently possible. This, along
with the set of operational rules for conflict resolution based on train loads allows a more optimum
use of energy.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. A train departing a given terminal is fully registered in the Container Management System.
Information about all loaded containers of the trains and their destination is in the CMS. The
train has an initial schedule in the time table planning system and is therefore known in the
production plan of TMS.
2. The CMS stores additional data on containers, wagons and trains on the Integration Layer.
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3. Using this data TMS recalculates a new schedule and the new ETA.
4. TMS regularly provides updates of ETA for all trains on the Integration Layer.
5. TMS re-calculates the schedule for all trains considering conflicts and using a set of
operational rules for conflict resolution:
a. Loaded trains have priority on single track lines
b. Freight and passenger trains must not enter a tunnel at the same time
c. Stopping a train wastes energy, therefore stopping on red signal and unnecessary
braking shall be avoided in TMS recommendations for the train
d. Depending on the load type, stopping in pre-defined areas must be inhibited
6. TMS provides the actual position and expected time of arrival of all the freight trains
relevant for CMS via the Integration Layer.
7. The CMS continuously finds the actual train positions on the Integration Layer data and
maps this to the container
8. The CMS requests modification of the plan in case of unexpected events.
9. TMS verifies with stakeholders (e.g. TOCs) if modifications are possible and performs a recalculation if any.
10. If required, CMS modifies its plans and informs stakeholders about expected arrival in the
terminal/harbor.
The following picture shows a principle overview of the flow:

Actors
Container Management System (CMS): The business application providing services to customers
for container delivery to ports.
Container Management System User: A user of the CMS system
National/private Infrastructure Manager (IM): The IM responsible for the railway network and
operating the Traffic Management System (TMS).

Data Register
IM/TMS CMS
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Train Forecast
Estimated arrival time (ETA)
Actual train position
Delay and reason for Delay
CMSIM/TMS
Additional data on train consist, wagon and container.
Country , Company and Location ID
Container load (weight, content, …)
Short Term Path Request (to request modification)

Result
Customer receives actual information about the container delivery and impacts

Related KPIs
Punctuality
Costs

6.3.20 Movement control in train loadout area
Title
Train movement control in area of a loadout system for bulk materials
Category
Freight Operations
Sub-Category
Loading
Train Loadout Operator, Driver/ATO-System
Actors
Output
All cars of the train consist will be loaded and the train is ready to start
its train service
Input
Train consist information incl. max load of the cars, stopping points
(ATO)
Application
Automated Train loading operation
Related use-cases
Compiled by
BT
Base-line Description
A single train of any length is driving through a Train Loadout system (TLO).
The Train stops at defined positions to enable the cars to be loaded.

In the case of several trains queuing through the TLO this scenario is also valid for the leading
train in the queue.
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Contribution to advanced freight operation: The implementation of the functionality
described in this Use-case will contribute to increasing the level of Automated Train
Operation focusing on train movement and precision stop.

Steps/actions/flowcharts
1. A train is assigned to the TLO for loading.
2. The train route is set up to TLO border
Note: description of extension/releasing of routes see are covered by local signaling rules and
are not part of this use-case
3. A new route for the train to be loaded is set to allow loading of all cars.
4. Train moves to first stopping point.
5. 1st car is loaded
6. Train receives indication that car is loaded.
7. Train moves to next stopping point.
8. Actions 6 and 7 are repeated unless all cars are loaded
9. Train receives information from TLO that all cars are loaded
10. Train moves out of Loading zone
Actors
Train Loadout Operator: The TLO Operator manages/controls the Loading process
ATO-System: Move the train to Loading positions

In case of non-availability of the ATO system the driver will operate the train
Data Register (specific application data only)
Train TLO
Train Position
Loading Position
Train is loading” condition
Train is in “drive” condition
Train TCS
Train Position
Loading Position
Train is “loading” condition
Train is in “drive” condition
Characteristic of load (e. g. iron or, dangerous materials, gases, flammable products….)
TLO Driver/ATO
Move train to next loading Position
Axle load for cars
Weight of the wagons
Information on loads, e.g. oversized, dangerous goods, expected pick up time, etc.

Result
All cars of the consist will be loaded in the minimum time.
Load information per car of entire consist is available to be used in the decision processes of
different business services.
Process can be upgraded to Driverless Operation

Related KPIs
Volume of transported goods per interval
Cost reduction for terminal operation cost
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6.3.21 Movement control in unloading area (Car Dumper)
Title
Movement control of the train driving through an unloading area (Car
Dumper)
Category
Freight Operations
Sub-Category
Unloading
Unloading Location Operator, Driver/ATO-System
Actors
Output
All cars of the train consist will be unloaded and the train is ready to start
its next train service
Input
Stopping points (ATO), Train consist
Application
Automated Train unloading operation
Related use-cases
Compiled by
BT
Base-line Description
This scenario is valid for a single train of any length driving through a Car Dumper System (CD). In the
case of several trains queuing through the CD this scenario is also valid for the leading train in the
queue.
Train Movement shall be executed from ATO System.

A train is assigned or has been split into rakes that have been assigned to the CD for unloading. This
scenario is valid for the first rake.
Location end is set ahead of the train to be loaded.
The location end shall be set at maximum distance allowing the train to load without receiving any
updated MA (Train length data are needed)
Contribution to advanced freight operation: The implementation of the functionality described in this
Use-case will contribute to increase the level of Automated Train Operation focusing on train
movement and precision stop.
Steps/actions/flowcharts
Note: The following steps do not cover the scenario that the movement of the train is triggered and
controlled from the Unloading Location
• When Route for the train has reached the CD border TCS verifies that AOS is ready and the train
can enter the CD area
• TCS extends/sets the route into the CD area enabling the train to approach position for
unloading.
• TCS calculates the MA for the train, including the location borders (location start, location end)
• Train moves, and its position is reported to the TCS
Note: Train status, position and speed are permanently updated.
• Driver or ATO Inform CD Operator that train has reached stopping point
• CD Operator prepares CD for unloading (this activity is outside the scope)
• CD Operator informs Driver/ATO when CD ready for unloading
• CD Operator starts sequence to unload first set of cars
• When first set of cars is unloaded, the train moves to position next set of cars to be unloaded
• CD Operator informs the Driver/ATO when unloading of all cars of the train is finished
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Actors
Unloading Location Operator: The Unloading Location Operator manages/controls the Unloading
process
Driver/AOS-System: Move the train to Unloading positions

Data Register (specific application data only)
Train TCS
Position, Speed and other status data
Mode Status
Train (Car, Locomotive) is in “unloading” condition
Train (Locomotive and all cars) are in “drive” (normal) condition
Alarms if car is reported unloaded but weight does not match
CD Train/Driver/ATO
Car is in unloading mode (mechanical operation by separate tool of the CD enables unloading process)
while Train cannot move
Car is unloaded and switched back to normal mode (Train can move)
Weight of the car
Request to move train to unload next cars
TCS Train/Driver/ATO
ATP/ATO related data

Result
All cars of the consist are unloaded.
Train is ready to continue normal service.

Related KPIs
Volume of transported goods per interval
Cost of freight Operations
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7 Business Service Applications
Business service applications are technical functions, e.g. performed as a piece of software that
enable performing the processes described in the use-cases.
A summary of the applications is provided in table 3.

7.1 Application: Freight train running supervision
Application
Related use-cases

Freight train running supervision
Freight Train without Crossing / Crossing between two Freight Trains /
Crossing between a Passenger Train and a Freight Train / Freight Train entry
to High-Speed Line
Compiled by
IND
Basic process Description
The Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM) supervises the movements of any Train running on a
High-Speed Line.
The objective of the supervision is to detect possible crossing situations in advance that could affect
the supervised train for ensuring an adequate crossing between the involved Trains.
The detection of the possible crossing is performed at least each time a train occupies a track circuit
in the High-Speed line. Additionally the supervision can release protection measured previously
applied because are not necessary according to the last updated detected situation.
Input Register
• Positioning of the supervised freight train, based, at least, on the occupancy and release of track
circuits.
• Positioning of trains on the High-Speed Line running on the opposite direction, based, at least,
on the occupancy and release of track circuits.
o Type of train for each located Train (high-speed passenger train, freight train)
Output Register
Detection of Possible Crossing between Freight Train and Passenger Train.
Release of protection measures (Release of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restriction and Release of
Blocking of Signal).

7.2 Application: Crossing protection
Application
Related use-cases

Crossing protection
Crossing between a Passenger Train and a Freight Train / Freight Train entry
to High-Speed Line
Compiled by
IND
Basic process Description
The Dynamic Crossing Analysis Module (DCAM) analyses the detected possible crossing detected
between a Freight Train and a High-Speed Passenger Train in order to apply protection measures for
ensuring the crossing safely.
It is considered that a crossing is sure when the speed of the High-Speed Passenger Train is low
enough not to affect the movement nor the physical stability of the components of the Freight Train
on the other track.
Input Register
• Detailed Topology data of the High-Speed Line.
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•
•

Dynamic Temporary Speed Restrictions currently applied.
Information of the Freight Train involved in the possible Crossing:
o Positioning.
o Speed.
o Physical characteristics.
o Dynamic characteristics.
• Information of the high-speed passenger train:
o Positioning.
o Speed.
o Physical characteristics.
o Dynamic characteristics.
Output Register
The protection of the future crossing includes the application of the following operations:
• Application of Dynamic Temporary Speed Restrictions on the track where the high-speed
passenger train is running.
• Blocking of signals on the Track where the Freight Train is running.

7.3 Application: ETA calculation and monitoring
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

ETA calculation and monitoring
Terminal slot planning, Planning a train request
HC
Basic process Description
The Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) is the time that a train is expected to arrive at its destination
station or its next handling point (ETH). The ETA calculation and monitoring application uses an
algorithmic approach to estimate train arrival times, possibly, making use of historical data for
delivering best quality ETA. In the process of calculation of Estimated Time of Arrival for freight
trains (ETA) and forecast, freight specific requirements for ETA calculation, e.g. runtime calculation
for heavy haul, will be considered.
Note that, ETA and ETH are treated the same at the business level.
Input Register
Mandatory
 Positioning of trains via
o track-side infrastructure
o RBC
o Drivers by mobile
 Current speed of each train
 Train speed profile on the routes
 Remaining distance to the destination
 Permanent infrastructure restriction (e.g. speed limit)
 Train composition/Loco and rolling stock characteristics (e.g. IDs) to support other
applications around ETA and to feed runtime calculation and route compliance checks.
 Temporary infrastructure restrictions (e.g. temporary speed restriction TSR and planned
maintenance)
 Intermediate handling times
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Optional
 Track geometry and topology
 Weather condition parameters (current and predicted)
 Information and estimation from DAS (Driver Advisory System)
 historical data
Output Register
Estimated time of arrival and departure of the train at/from its destination or the next handling
point and visualization of train positions.

7.4 Application: Timetable optimization module
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Timetable optimization module
Optimize timetable region, Add train to timetable
TRV/RISE
Basic process Description

The timetable optimization module refines the train timetable for a selected region or line. Train
running needs are expressed as delivery commitment requests, i.e. specifications of desired earliest
departure time, latest arrival time and mandatory intermediate stops. The Timetable optimization
module takes the capacity restrictions provided by the infrastructure into account and calculates a
conflict-free timetable. The targets in the optimization are primarily to remove all conflicts, and
secondarily to adhere to other optimization criteria.
Input Register








Infrastructure data
o Stations
o Station track lengths
o Line sections
o Double track vs. single track data
o Signal positions
o Block sections
o Distances between stations
o …
Safety requirements
o Headway data
o Concurrent arrival data
o Temporary speed reductions
Delivery commitment requests
o Earliest departure time
o Latest arrival time
o Mandatory intermediate stops (with departure/arrival time)
o Train class (passenger, freight, …)
o Train composition
o Train prioritization
o Train speed profile
o Train turnaround data (before/after)
Train data
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o Train type
o Weight
o Length
o Speed profile
o Brake data
o …
Train runtime data
o Minimum runtimes of all train types for all infrastructure sections for each train
speed profile
Robustness criteria
Prioritization criteria
Timetable (draft)
o Region for draft
o Included delivery commitments
o Timetable data
o …

Optional data:
 DAS equipment usage
 Track topology
 Locomotive energy characteristic
 Wagon associations (both for freight wagons and passenger wagons)
 Locomotive associations
 Personnel associations
 …
Output Register
 Timetable (optimized)

7.5 Application: Conflict detection
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Conflict detection
Conflict detection
SIE
Basic process Description
Conflict means negative influence of one asset on the other, e.g. one train prevents another from
proceeding with its journey. The application shall connect to the Integration Layer and observe
current train positions, current timetable and state of the infrastructure (restrictions). The
calculated conflicts shall be published on the Integration Layer for further visualization and
resolution by the conflict resolution application.
Input Register
Mandatory
 Positioning of trains via
o track-side infrastructure
o RBC
o Drivers by mobile
 Current speed of each train
 Train speed profile on the routes
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Remaining distance to the destination
Permanent infrastructure restriction (e.g. speed limit)
Train composition/Loco and rolling stock characteristics (e.g. IDs) to support other
applications around ETA and to feed runtime calculation and route compliance checks.
Temporary infrastructure restrictions (e.g. temporary speed restriction TSR and planned
maintenance)
Intermediate handling times

Optional
 Track geometry and topology
 Weather condition parameters (current and predicted)
 Information and estimation from DAS (Driver Advisory System)
 historical data
Output Register
List of conflicts including type, location, time, causer asset, affected asset.

7.6 Application: Conflict resolution
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Conflict resolution
Conflict resolution
SIE
Basic process Description

Conflict resolution comprises calculation and representation of modifications for the Real Time
Traffic Plan (RTTP) to the operator. Depending on degrees of freedom the conflict resolutions could
follow a formally specified objective, e.g. minimize weighted train delays.
Input Register
Mandatory
 Positioning of trains via
o track-side infrastructure
o RBC
o Drivers by mobile
 Current speed of each train
 Train speed profile on the routes
 Remaining distance to the destination
 Permanent infrastructure restriction (e.g. speed limit)
 Train composition/Loco and rolling stock characteristics (e.g. IDs) to support other
applications around ETA and to feed runtime calculation and route compliance checks.
 Temporary infrastructure restrictions (e.g. temporary speed restriction TSR and planned
maintenance)
 Intermediate handling times
 Track geometry and topology
Optional
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Weather condition parameters (current and predicted)
Information and estimation from DAS (Driver Advisory System)
historical data

Output Register
List of modification proposals including the impact on the objective function.

7.7 Application: Container management and monitoring
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Container management and monitoring
Optimizing container delivery to ports
THA
Basic process Description
The goal of the business application is to deliver services to customers by ensuring that goods
transported in container are handled from loading to unloading in ports and giving transparency on
the delivery process.
The application needs information from the TMS about actual train positioning and changes in the
schedule.
Apart from information management, the application analyses the situation and updates delivery
plans. The information is provided to the customer.
The application therefore connects with the TMS and exchanges data on various topics:
• Monitoring of a freight train carrying the container
• Handle delays of the freight train because of conflicts
• Request modifications in the production plan
Input Register




Train position
Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA)
Train delays and delay reasons

•

Output Register
Update of schedule of a freight train for stakeholders

7.8 Application: Sensors - MCU
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

Sensors-MCU
Wagon_axlebox_temperature, Wagon_axlebox_vibration,
Wagon_tank_pressure
STS
Basic process Description

The S/W module is installed on the Master Control Unit (MCU) to receive, analyze and store the
measured values sent by the sensors network installed onboard of freight wagons.
The measured values will be sent to the remote Control Center in the following way:
• After a configurable duty cycle (i.e. 5 min.);
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•

Immediately , if one or more values exceed the alarm threshold.










Input Register
Number of sensors connected with MCU
ID and type of the sensor 1
Value measured by the sensor 1
ID and type of the sensor 2
Value measured by the sensor 2
……………….
ID and type of the sensor n
Value measured by the sensor n
Output Register

•
•

Measured values
Wagon geographical coordinates

7.9 Application: TMS - MCU
Application
Related use-cases
Compiled by

TMS-MCU
Wagon_axlebox_temperature, Wagon_axlebox_vibration,
Wagon_tank_pressure
STS
Basic process Description

The S/W module is installed in the Control Center TMS to communicate with the remote MCU
installed onboard of freight wagons.
This application performs the following tasks:
• Data Acquisition from remote MCU:
o Axle box temperature
o Axle box accelerations
o Tank pressure
o Wagon geographical coordinates
• Data insertion in a shared data base
• Data presented to operators by HMI
• Data analytics software package
• Decision support tool for the operators
Please add a few more sentences about the application
Input Register








ID of the train
ID of the wagon
Communication state
Position of the wagon
Speed of the wagon
Sensors number
ID and type of each sensors
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Values measured by each sensors
Output Register

Data presented by HMI, choice of intervention options by decision support tool
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8 Conclusions
H2020-MG-2014 project “IN2RAIL” has delivered an initial set of specifications for an integrated
Communication network linking Traffic Management, Traffic Control Asset Management, Energy
(Grid) Control Systems, and signalling field infrastructure and vehicles for signalling purposes (ETCS).
The scope includes a gateway (WEB-IF) for communication with external clients and services (WP8).
CCA WA4.2 bridges the communication between Traffic Management (IP2 TD9), Freight Operation
Services (IP5) and Asset Management operations (IP3) delivering specifications and prototypes for
the interfaces of those services needed to exchange data via the Integration Layer, enhancing the
Data Model of the Integration Layer for Freight Operation specific Data Elements and delivers new
business applications for Freight operations and TMS application focussing on Rail Freight
Transportation.
The following table summarises the main objectives ofWA4.2 and provides an overview of some of
the concrete deliverables that can be expected to result from the activities undertaken in the WA [5].
Impact

Key Contribution from WA4.2

Line capacity
increase

New applications focusing to improve Freight Train services in areas with mixed
traffic will provide a better utilization of available line capacity Improved
business logic in the TMS integrating dynamically updated asset status data of
the received via the proposed interfaces asset will enable the creation of a much
more robust time table for cargo services which will reduce the “disturbances”
caused by freight traffic on lines which are used also from passenger trains. This
will lead to a higher utilization of the theoretical line capacity hence decrease the
operational cost for IMs.

Operational
reliability
increase

Seamless updated status information of all the rail infrastructure assets and
vehicles will allow automated and optimized decision processes for traffic
regulation applications to deliver the production time table with fewer delays.
The distribution of traffic status forecast to asset management services will allow
much better scheduling of preventive service & maintenance activities and
increase the overall availability and reliability of Infrastructure assets.

Railway system
life cycle cost
reduction

A more robust time table for Freight trains will reduce unnecessary waiting times
for slots and reduce the OPEX for Freight Services.
Traffic Optimization will create an overall system energy reduction of up to 10%
with better average distribution of Energy consumption in a sector or corridor
and support allow reducing Carbon emissions and air pollution.
Table 4: Objectives and contributions of WA 4.2 [5]
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WA4.2 also addresses the following Innovation Capabilities:
Innovation
Capability
1- Automated
Train Operation

WA4.2 Enablers
•

Standardization of frameworks, data structures, real time data
management, messaging and communication infrastructure
Services, processes and building blocks of original works of WA4.2
improve the flow of traffic enabling Automated Train Operations for
freight and heavy haul trains and allow automated or remotely
controlled monitoring or management of critical freight (food,
dangerous goods…)

2- Mobility as a
Service

•

Standardization of frameworks, data structures, real time data
management, messaging and communication infrastructure
Integration of building blocks of TD2.9 (Interfaces) provide to all
subscribed clients or service real time updated status information of the
Traffic and information and all related information improving mobility

3- Logistics and
Demands

•

4- More Value
from data

•

Plug- and-Play of functional service application modules
Building Blocks of WA4.2 enable Freight Operations to improve the
performance and efficiency of their logistics and reduce operational cost
Standardization of frameworks, data structures, real time data
management, messaging and communication infrastructure
Integration of building blocks of TD2.9 (Interfaces, Data Model) will
allow for existing implementations with legacy data representation
formats an easy integration into the new system supports directly
several formats without any adaptation. The standardized Data Model
will secure the investments into the new data structure

5- Optimum
Energy Use

•

New functional service application modules
Services, processes and building blocks of WA4.2 optimize the flow of
traffic in terms of reducing delays, braking and accelerating manoeuvres
of trains to contribute to a more efficient use of energy

6- Service
operation timed to
the second

•

New functional service application modules
Services, processes and building blocks of WA4.2 optimize the flow of
freight traffic

7- Low Cost
Railway

•

Standardization of frameworks, data structures, real time data
management, messaging and communication infrastructure
• New functional service application modules
Services, processes and building blocks of WA4.2 improve the flow of freight
traffic hence reduce operational cost

8- Guaranteed
asset health and

•
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availability

Integration of building blocks of TD2.9 (Interfaces) needed to broadcast
asset status now- and fore-cast information to all subscribed
clients/services will lead to an increase efficiency of the service and
maintenance operations

9- Intelligent
Trains

•

Standardization of frameworks, data structures, real time data
management, messaging and communication infrastructure
• Plug- and-Play of functional service application modules
Critical freight can be monitored during the transport and if needed
emergency activities can be started automatically or remotely using onboard tools and communication
Table 5: Innovation capabilities addressed by AW4.2 [5]

This document gathers use-cases related to advanced freight operations. These use-cases contribute
to various innovation capabilities targeted by the WA4.2. The contribution of the use-cases to
these innovation areas is attached to Annex 1 of this document.
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10 Annexes
These use-cases specified under task 7.3 of WP7 contribute to various innovation capabilities
targeted by the WA4.2. The contribution of the use-cases to these innovation areas is attached to
this Annex.

UseCaseContributionInnovationAreas-Main.zip
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11 Antitrust Statement
While some activities among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the industry, group
activities of competitors are inherently suspect under the antitrust/ competition laws of the
countries in which our companies do business.
Agreements between or among competitors need not be formal to raise questions under antitrust
laws. They may include any kind of understanding, formal or informal, secretive or public, under
which each of the participants can reasonably expect that another will follow a particular course of
action or conduct. Each of the participants in this initiative is responsible for seeing that topics which
may give an appearance of an agreement that would violate the antitrust laws are not discussed. It is
the responsibility of each participant in the first instance to avoid raising improper subjects for
discussion, notably such as those identified below.
It is the sole purpose of any meeting of this initiative to provide a forum for expression of various
points of view on topics
 (i) that are strictly related to the purpose or the execution of the initiative,
 (ii) that need to be discussed among the participants of the initiative,
 (iii) that are duly mentioned in the agenda of this meeting and
 (iv) that are extensively described in the minutes of the meeting.
Participants are strongly encouraged to adhere to the agenda. Under no circumstances shall this
meeting be used as a means for competing companies to reach any understanding, expressed or
implied, which restricts or tends to restrict competition, or in any way impairs or tends to impair the
ability of members to exercise independent business judgment regarding matters affecting
competition.
As a general rule, participants may not exchange any information about any business secret of their
respective companies. In particular, participants must avoid any agreement or exchange of
information on topics on the following non-exhaustive list:
1. Prices, including calculation methodologies, surcharges, fees, rebates, conditions, freight
rates, marketing terms, and pricing policies in general;
2. any kind of market allocation, such as the allocation of territories, routes, product markets,
customers, suppliers, and tenders;
3. production planning; marketing or investment plans; capacities; levels of production or sales;
customer base; customer relationships; margins; costs in general; product development;
specific R&D projects;
4. standards setting (when its purpose is to limit the availability and selection of products, limit
competition, restrict entry into an industry, inhibit innovation or inhibit the ability of
competitors to compete);
5. codes of ethics administered in a way that could inhibit or restrict competition;
6. group boycotts;
7. validity of patents;
8. ongoing litigations.
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